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A

family run business since 1966

We spend an astonishing third of our lives in the bedroom, so it’s vital to
create the perfect atmosphere for a restful nights sleep.

DEAN HOUSE
INTERIORS
established 1966

However, with space now at a premium why can’t the bedroom be a
multi-functioning space especially with our ingenious storage solutions?
As far as choosing a bedroom is concerned, I think it should be an
inspirational, rewarding and enjoyable experience.
Above all, I believe there’s no reason why it can’t be a bedroom from
Dean House Interiors. To some people the bedroom may well be just
another room however, my design team are passionate about making
this space as individual as you are, whether it is the sumptuous master
bedroom, loft space, home office or walk-in closet.
Each bedroom visibly reinforces the care and attention given to every
detail, upon which we have built our reputation over the past forty years.
Dean House Interiors are recognised as the leading specialist in the
design and manufacture of fitted bedrooms. A combination of craftsmanship,
exquisite design and the finest materials means choosing a bedroom from
Dean House Interiors will be one of the best decisions you’ll ever make.
Our philosophy is simple; “To craft bedrooms of excellence and superior
design at an affordable price”. So why not indulge yourself for a moment,
let your imagination run riot – I am confident that by the time you’ve
turned the last page, you won’t want to wait any longer.

Noel Dean

Chairman
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F

ind time to dream about your perfect bedroom

A bedroom should be a haven from the chaos of life,
a place to relax and unwind. We endeavour to bring
you that tranquillity and peace by creating your ideal
sanctuary away from the stresses of modern living
but, it’s hard to feel serene when you’re tripping
over shoes and searching through that overstuffed
closet for your favourite accessory.

A few things to think about
If you currently have freestanding furniture, such as
wardrobes, drawers and dressing tables, it’s more than
likely that your bedroom is full of bags, boxes, bins,
baskets and has cluttered floor space. Even the tidiest
people have possessions that come in all shapes and
sizes, it’s almost impossible to store everything away.
Clearing out what’s redundant. It can be an uplifting
experience when you recycle whatever is unused,
unworn, unread and unwanted. You not only free up
space, you liberate your whole attitude.
Editing your wardrobe. It can be an excellent idea to
edit your wardrobe. Statistics say, “people tend to
wear 20% of their clothes 80% of the time.” That
means the bulk of your clothing is gathering dust. Now
is the perfect time to size things up. If you have not
worn it for a few years you are not going to miss it.
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So why not donate those unwanted items to a charity
shop or dispose of it in an environmentally friendly
way at the recycling centre. With that done you should
now be forming a clear idea of exactly what you need
in terms of hanging and storage space.
Hang with the best. Treat your remaining clothing
with respect; padded hangers keep sweaters from
losing their shape, clip-style hangers designed for
trousers and skirts will prevent creasing, and hangers
made from wood or heavy-duty plastic are low-cost
luxuries that will make a vast difference.
A Dean House Interiors bedroom will help you
to maximise your space because we understand
that every bedroom is individual, which is why we
measure everything up and then tailor your bedroom
furniture to your exact specifications.

The built-in solution
Built-in arrangements instantly generate a feeling of
spaciousness, with hardworking runs of ingenious
storage solutions which offer a neater, more integrated
appearance. We all spend on average, 8 hours of each
day in our bedrooms. So it’s well worth considering
exactly how you would like your bedroom to be.
We offer clever storage solutions which are designed to
maximise the space you have to keep all your bedroom
clutter at bay.

Creating the ambience
Colour has always been
important from natural
warning signals in primitive
times to enhancement of
the habitat in the form of
our homes. A bedroom
colour scheme needs to be
predominantly soft and soothing; pale tones will
produce a more tranquil, serene and relaxing
atmosphere, however, you can select a bold accent
colour to create a little drama. Introducing interesting
textiles with textures will give a more luxurious feel
to your room. The use of dimmer switches can
also have a dramatic effect on the mood of a room.

The overall design needs to be sympathetic to the
style of your property. The secret is to make clear
decisions and to work within the existing architectural
outline of your home.
Keep a window open to let the air in and to
prevent your bedroom from becoming stuffy. The
burning of essential oils such as lavender, patchouli
or ylang ylang can aid relaxation and will also
make your bedroom smell fabulous.
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E

xcellence comes as standard

The cabinetry is a premium feature of all Dean House Interiors
furniture. We are immensely proud of its construction; it has been
painstakingly engineered to give you enduring excellence.

Cabinet construction
A cam and dowel system for excellent strength and durability with
dust free, fully enclosed cabinets.

Cabinet options:
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1

Internal drawer chest options

2

Long hanging for special dresses and winter coats

3

Double hanging to organise suits and separates

4

Internal open shelf unit with 5 sections

5

Internal open shelf unit with 3 sections
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M

aximise
your space

Whatever style you choose, you
can be sure that behind the scenes
we can bring order to your life.
Our extensive collection of interiors
can help you to stay clutter free,
with everything close to hand.
Many combinations of shelving,
hanging and drawers are available.
The only limit is your imagination.
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I

ndulgence
The possibilities are infinite with the
Indulgence collection. This collection just
goes on delivering endless design and
storage options. It’s so amazingly adaptable.
If light and spacious is the feel you desire,
then Indulgence is for you. This collection
can be personalised to suit your own taste
and lifestyle. Shown here with long brushed
stainless steel handles, setting off the beech
finish magnificently.
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I

ndulgence loft conversion

Not just a bedroom, it’s a playroom, study and a home entertainment area. Pretty astounding use
of what was once an untapped resource! A loft is often the largest untapped space in your house,
and having it converted is easier, less expensive and quicker than having an extension – and you
won’t lose any of your garden space either. It can also significantly raise the value of your home!
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A place for everything and everything in its place. Your children could have their own self-contained
retreat to entertain and study, and quite literally grow into the space. Let us help you achieve a
children’s room you can be proud of.
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I

ndulgence
home office

If you are spending 15-20 hours
of the week and an ever growing
proportion of your hard-earned
salary commuting to and from
work, a home office could liberate
you from that daily grind and
expense.
As much as you like closing the
door at the end of a hard days
work, it could be an absolute
pleasure to start work again in
the morning and your commute is
now just across the landing.
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O

pulence

If your wish is to create a room
that’s really something quite special
then this collection is for you.
Inspired by Edwardian design this
extremely palatial range really does
have it all. Its classic design is
enhanced with ornate features such
as the subtle detailing on the
wardrobe pilasters. Finished with its
own decorative cornice allowing
you to create a bedroom of true
opulence.
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O

pulence linen press
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T

ranquillity

The neutral palette of Tranquillity in soft
white with frosted glass feature doors, gives
a sense of uncluttered serenity and peace.
On the other hand, once you add a splash
of black with a dash of pink, you have a
whole different story, more playful and
cheeky. You can be as creative as you like
by simply adding the accessories and accent
colour scheme.
You can change the ambience as often as
you please, yet the classic bedroom layout
that our designers at Dean House Interiors
have created will carry on long into the
future.
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S

plendour

There’s nothing better than our Splendour collection
to exude Hollywood glamour. The ivory satin drawer
and door panels contrast perfectly with the deep
chocolate tones of the walnut frames. The proportions
of the furniture with its wide practical drawers
along with extensive storage is just the thing to
accommodate all those designer labels, what more
could anyone wish for.
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E

legance white

The crispness and purity of the Elegance collection is
as fresh as white linen drying on a summer’s day.
If you are a traditionalist at heart then this is the
bedroom for you. The tongue and groove effect has
been used in furniture since cabinet making began, the
proof that good design never dates.
The light relief of vertical
glass panels gives a truly
elegant effect, however, don’t
be fooled, this bedroom
also works wonderfully well
in a modern interior.
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E

legance beech

Our designers at Dean House
Interiors are passionate about
creating attractive, alternative design
solutions. The midnight black glass,
highlights the symmetrical lines of
the beech doors to perfection.
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E

legance cream

Elegance in cream gives a traditional, romantic and elegant
atmosphere, just the thing for your bedroom. The texture
of the glass panels complements the soft, delicate tones.
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R

omance

Versatility is very much the order of the day with this collection. Its simple styling will never
date, allowing complete flexibility in its look. You may favour the uncluttered clean lines
for a more contemporary feel or decide instead to easily create a really romantic look with
a few well-chosen accessories.
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T

imeless

The Japanese paper panelled room was the inspiration for the Timeless collection. Here East
meets West in a true fusion of style. The crafted precision and symmetry of the three opaque
glass panels gives an impressive airy solution to any interior. If you require form and function with
plain and simple styling, whilst still achieving a sleek and stunning bedroom, then look no further.
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I

nfinity
Infinity – a sophisticated collection of
hi-gloss bedrooms, oozing elegance
and style. The simplicity of a
contemporary Infinity bedroom will
never date, quite simply, it’s appeal
is timeless.
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S

ophistication

Our Sophistication collection provides the
ultimate in style and chic allowing you
to create your very own designer bedroom
as shown here with the cool cream satin
warmed by the varied tones of Zebrano.
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S

ophistication

Capture a real sense of drama by choosing
the black option in this stunning collection
and introduce a touch of class and
sophistication to your bedroom.
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32

S

ensation pear

Short of space? Not a problem! This design
is undeniably boxing clever. The resting
area has been ingeniously planned with a
bridging unit over the bed to incorporate
smart storage for a surprising number of
belongings. Quite literally built around you,
without impinging on any of the spatial
quality. Nothing in this bedroom design has
been compromised, and we firmly believe,
neither should you.
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S

ensation white

Serene, ethereal and clutter free, if that
sounds like your design brief then we
have the definitive solution. A walk-in closet
entirely dedicated to organising your
wardrobe. No more rummaging around
opening every door until you decide what
to wear. In an instant you will be able
to see everything at a glance. How good
is that?
Dressing rooms and
an era when people
generous with space.
over this intelligent
Sensation collection.
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linen closets evoke
could afford to be
Just cast your eyes
design using our
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A

mbience pear

Could a bedroom ever be described as
smart? This room could. It’s a perfectly
conceived design solution for an area
that’s short on space, but this bedroom
isn’t short on anything.
The cabin style bed tucks neatly against
the wall, totally surrounded by copious
amounts of storage. The dressing table can
also double up as a desk. In fact, this
room can be whatever you wish it to be;
a home study, a day bed, a spare room
or simply a room to let your child grow
up with.
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C

olour options palette
Indulgence

Beech

Splendour

Cream

Elegance

Beech

Pear
Cream
Walnut
Limed oak
White
Opulence

Cream

Pear

White

Cream
Walnut
Limed oak
White
Tranquillity

White

Romance

Beech
Pear
Cream
Walnut
Limed oak
White
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Infinity

Ruby

Sensation

Beech

Walnut

Pear

Cream

Cream

Black

Walnut

White

Limed oak
White

Timeless

Sophistication

Beech

Ambience

Beech

Pear

Pear

Cream

Cream

Walnut

Walnut

Limed oak

Limed oak

White

White

Black

Atmosphere sliding doors

Black

Zebrano

Mirror

Cream

Ruby

White

Blue

Anthracite

White
Frosted

Please Note: Due to the limitations of photographic and printing techniques the colours of items shown in this catalogue are a close approximation only.
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A

tmosphere sliding door collection

When did you last see something so sensible look so good? The Atmosphere collection lets
you store a truly abundant range of clothing, shoes and accessories whilst maintaining the
air of elegance.
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Our clever storage system provides a generous 8m of storage in the alcove.
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